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APRIL 2005 NEWSLETTER
Hello and welcome to the second edition for 2005 of the UFOR (NSW) Newsletter. Well. I am much
better since my previous newsletter – I have gotten over that horrid ‘bug’ (took 3 weeks!) and have
moved house, which must be one of the most stressful things a person can do in one’s lifetime!
Actually, it was not the move but the looking around for somewhere to live, which was the greatest
pain and an experience I don’t want to repeat too often! Anyhow, I am still sleeping with approx 15
cartons in my bedroom and still living out of suitcases, so it is not all over!! That’s the trouble about
being a hoarder! It catches up with you!
Our third meeting for the year went off well with the Raelians presenting their views and showing a
DVD. It has been decided by the Committee not to have a guest speaker every general meeting. The
group will concentrate on general meetings being more for audience participation, discussing issues
and sharing information. We will still endeavour to bring you a guest speaker every now and then, if
we hear about a person of note coming to Sydney for instance. As you must appreciate, it is hard to
provide new and fresh speakers each month. Hopefully this new way of conducting general meetings
will satisfy the needs of those people who attend the meetings.

2005 UFO (NSW) MEETINGS
2005 UFO Research (NSW) Public Meetings, unless otherwise advised on this page, will be on the
first Saturday of every month, except January and December (Christmas Lunch). The meeting dates
for 2005 are 7 May, 4 Jun, 2 Jul, 6 Aug, 3 Sep, 1 Oct & 5 Nov, at the Masonic Club, 169 Castlereagh
Street, between Park and Market Streets, Sydney (02) 9284 1000. Entry costs are $8 for members and
$12 for non-members or $15 for members and $20 for non-members when we have a special guest
speaker from interstate or overseas (or otherwise stated). This is an excellent venue with a bar and
light refreshments available in the lounge room of the club. The nearest parking stations are at the
Queen Victoria Building or the Goulburn Street car park located at the corner of Goulburn and
Elizabeth Streets, Sydney. The nearest Railway Station is Town Hall.

UPCOMING UFOR NSW EVENTS
UFOR NSW PUBLIC MEETING 7 MAY 05 - 1.00 PM to 5.00 PM
Cost $8 members; $12 non members
• Open Forum between audience, Sighting Reports, Video presentation
UFOR NSW PUBLIC MEETING 4 JUN 05 – 1.00 PM to 5.00 PM
Cost $8 members; $12 non members
• Special Guest will be Babette, who will speak on UFOs and Crystal Skulls. Babette specialises in
healing, sacred artwork, readings, conducts workshops, is a councilor, therapist and has worked
with indigenous people and Native American people. Babette also has an interest in reincarnation.
UFOR NSW PUBLIC MEETINGS 2 JUL, 6 AUG, 3 SEP, 1 OCT & 5 NOV 05 –
• TBA
UFOR NSW CHRISTMAS LUNCH 3 DEC 05 - 1.00 PM to 5.00 PM
• TBA

UPCOMING EVENTS – OTHER GROUPS
UFO SOCIETY OF WESTERN SYDNEY meets on the second Wednesday of the month at the
Campbelltown Library, Narellan Road, Campbelltown (near railway station), 7.00 PM. $5 entry fee.
UFOSWS will be having a special guest speaker at the 11th May meeting. Regina is an artist and will
be holding an art exhibition at the Campbelltown City Library, related to her UFO experiences. The
exhibition will start in June and go until August. Regina will be showing slides about her artwork and
UFOSWS are hoping to assist her at the art gallery. Regina needs all the encouragement she can get
from the UFO research community, so if you can make it, it would be much appreciated.
BLUE MOUNTAINS UFO GROUP, headed by Rex Gilroy, meets on the third Saturday of each
month, at 12 Kamillaroi Road, Katoomba. Please bring a plate. For more info on Rex, visit him on:
http://www.internetezy.com.au/~mj129/Mysterious_Australia_Homepage.html

CONFERENCE VIDEO PURCHASE
2004 UFO CONFERENCE - CAMPBELLTOWN
Videos of the 2004 National UFO Conference can be purchased from UFOR NSW as follows:
• For those people who attended the Conference, a special rate of $60 per set of tapes (4 tapes)
• For non attendees, tapes will cost $110.00 per set of 4 tapes
• For individual tapes, cost will be $25 per tape (2 speakers)

OCTOBER MINI CONFERENCE – LLOYD PYE/VALERY UKAROV
Cost of tape is $25 (both speakers on one tape), which includes postage and handling.
NO ORDERS WILL BE POSTED UNLESS FULL PAYMENT HAS BEEN RECEIVED!
• For further information/orders, please contact Peter on 02 9518 1620.
• Payment is to be by cheque/money order to the following address:
UFOR NSW, QVB PO BOX Q95, SYDNEY, NSW 1230
Payment by cash/cheque/money order can be paid directly to Peter or Elizabeth, at one of our
meetings.

SIGHTINGS
REPORTS FROM UFOR NSW WEBSITE
Dubbo, NSW Sighting
Jason, on 16 February 2005 at 11.34 AM Observed "I saw what I initially thought was a shooting star,
but this was slower and went for longer. As the object disappeared, I noticed that there were actually
two fairly bright orange lights at what appeared to be the rear of the vehicle. From the angle I worked
out that it must have been well over 60,000 feet in altitude. I thought of afterburners but, no, different.
The "tail" remained a constant glow of orange and was extremely uniform in its appearance. I don't
know what I saw but I was full of adrenalin for some time after. I made detailed notes, which will
allow working out of height and maybe approximate speed."
Homebush Bay Sighting, NSW
Mr M, from Newington, NSW, 8 2005 at 2 AM observed “I was sitting down by the lake near the
Newington Estate. I was watching the water and something in the sky caught my attention. It
immediately looked different to any helicopter or plane I'd seen flying over the area. The object
continued to slowly move across the sky towards the left, over Olympic Park. It looked like it
travelled over the Superdome and the Olympic Stadium then went over the horizon. It was mostly this
shiny red colour, but had a pulsing white light on the top. It was kind of like a lighthouse in the sky.
The white light seemed to circle around."
Beerwah, QLD sighting
“I was at the Beerwah Football Grounds (on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland) on Tuesday 1st of
March 2005 and it was early evening (it had just gone from Dusk to Night. I was having a beer and
chatting with a friend (his back was towards a star that seemed to be flickering. While I chatted with
him, I was distracted by the object which seemed to be getting bigger (I couldn't decide if it was a
plane or not). I kept watching and said nothing about the object to my friend. It seemed to be moving
slowly toward my direction and appeared to be at least 15 miles away, then it seemed to grow in size
rather quickly. I could see the outline of 3 large paneled windows in a mildly triangular interlocking
shape (there was no aircraft warning lights on the vehicle). The light was coming through those
windows. I thought ‘wow’ and quickly pointed it to my friend. It simply disappeared an instant
before he could see it for himself. I estimate it was about 12-15 Kilometres away, perhaps over
BeerBurrum or Elimbah at the furthest away and looked fairly huge (large) - bigger than a jumbo in
width. I estimated (imagined) the dimensions as being slightly larger than the windows I could se. I
suggest that what I was seeing was approx. 200 feet wide and approximately 50 foot high at it widest
depth. It appeared to be in the classic Jupiter 2 style although I may have been seeing the front on view
for some type of advanced military aircraft like a stealth bomber. I say this, as the airforce has
admitted to doing tests in the area, after inadvertently creating a major sonic boom event in the area
which rattled windows over a 2.5000(square) kilometre area on the Queensland Sunshine Coast (it was
an eerie event and created quite a disturbance). This purportedly happened miles out at sea and was
the result of a military jet flying at too low altitude. Anyway I just thought if anyone else has seen the
same thing and/or knows more they could perhaps let me know.”
Coffs Harbour, NSW sighting (refer to UFORQ report of 10 Mar 05 below)
Mr M, from Coffs Harbour, on 17 March 2005 at 10.30 PM, observed "I was observing the great
nebular M 42, which was high in the northern sky, approx 70 to 80 degrees above the horizon, when
across the field of view I saw, what I initially thought, was a shooting star. I was able to track the light
with some difficulty as it was travelling very quickly. I was surprised by the fact that I was able to
track the light until it passed below the horizon approx NNE. The episode could no have lasted 15
seconds and I was very surprised that it lasted that long. My previous experiences of shooting stars are

of a more fleeting nature, lasting less than 2-3 seconds. I was also aware that there was little if any tail
on the light. For a reference to speed, I subsequently observed a commercial aeroplane which I
presume was travelling somewhere in the region of altitude 25-35000 ft and the speed at which I
needed to track my scope was less than 15-20% of the speed of the observed light."
Semaphore Beach, Adelaide, SA sighting
Jasmine from Semaphore South, SA on 3 April 2005 at 7:00 PM observed "I live on the coast (in front
of the beach) in Adelaide with my Mum, and decided to go down to the beach in the early evening by
myself. Once down the beach I was admiring the lights on the ships on the horizon when these double
set of lights in the sky caught my eye. There was a small plane nearby that was travelling at normal
speed, but this pair of bright lights was stationary in the same spot! It looked almost like a bright
double-jointed star because it was so still in the sky, but then after approx.15 mins it turned in a 45degree turn, and went the other direction. Of course, being a little scared (because I was the only one,
apart from another man down the beach, watching), I started off home. I could still see it in the sky as
I walked back, but I took my eyes off it for a second to see where I was going, looked back up into the
sky and it disappeared. When I got back home, mum straight asked me what that was in the sky as
well. Because we have huge wide windows in the front of our house she could see what I saw, but not
as close up. She also noticed how it sharply turned around in an angle and left. Mum and I agree that it
appeared to be hovering over the horizon near the ships that were anchored for the night there.
Effects - "Mum is just like me, pretty confused about the whole thing. We have both been very
sceptical when it came to UFO sightings and what we just saw was definitely confusing".
Other Experiences - "Yes. I don’t really feel comfortable talking about this because I am like I said a
sceptic, although I had an experience that I find hard to believe myself, even after I saw it with my
own eyes. Once when I was young, about 6 or 7, I think I may have seen a being. It was late one night
and I was in my mum's bed because I was scared for some reason. I had the covers over my head, but
had the strangest feeling something was watching me on the side of the bed near the closet. When I
slowly pulled the blanket off I nearly died of shock; I saw this small being, probably only a metre tall.
Its head though, wasn’t shaped like a typical 'grey' - it was like a football on its side. It was, however,
wrinkly in skin, big eyes and just very scary looking to a child. I straightaway shoved the blankets
back over my head, then when I felt it safe enough to pull them off again to look, .it was gone. I’ve
only told a few close friends about this and that’s all. I knew I wasn’t asleep at the time dreaming it,
but I really wish I was. It didn’t hurt anything, or me but it scared me, and to this day I have felt weird
about anything UFO orientated, which is why tonight freaked me out quite a bit. I just want answers
like everyone else does, and I hope this information will help you to find them."
This email report is from UFOR NSW member Dudley Robb.
“Hello All,
After our monthly UFOR (NSW) meeting on Saturday afternoon (2nd April) members Jane Small and
her husband Rob returned to their Ryde home for a barbecue in their backyard with friends. After their
eating was done an informal skywatch and chat continued until well past midnight. At about midnight
they were all treated to a sight that took them by surprise and Jane was still excited about it after
telling me the details of the incident today (Monday afternoon). Main points follow:
• Time of sighting: About midnight.
• Location: The Sydney suburb of West Ryde.
• Duration of sighting: A few seconds.
• General description of event: A large 'shape' that was illuminated evenly, with edges that seemed
to change shape, passed quickly directly over their house at an estimated (by Rob) maximum
altitude of 1500 feet. It was completely silent. All the witnesses agree that it was like nothing they
had ever seen before. It was an exciting ending to their barbecue and earlier UFOR meeting! Since

there were no clouds above them it ruled out a thought I had that it could have been the rotating
searchlight beam from Centrepoint reflecting off clouds.
The above incident shows how any average outdoor barbecue can become a profitable skywatch
without any special extra effort!
Dudley
Goonellabah, NSW, sighting
Leanne, Goonellabah, NSW, on 4 April 2005 at 10:50 PM observed "a circle of lights, not coloured,
circling around clock wise then anti clock wise in and around light cloud cover. There was no sound.
We had some rain earlier, so I went outside to check on my cat and noticed these lights. I am not sure
how many, but at a guess, 20 plus. As the cloud cleared, the lights were not visible unless going into
or coming out of cloud coverage. They came over a little lower a couple of times and then
disappeared back into the clouds. I checked again around 11:30 pm and they had gone away a little but
still visible. Unfortunately, my other family members had gone to bed - I was the only one to see it."
Glenmore Park (Penrith) NSW sighting
Kurt, from Glenmore park, NSW, on April 2005 at 3:30 AM observed "well I woke up in a cold sweat
had a nightmare but can’t remember what about. I stayed in bed trying to get to sleep for about 15 min
but could not. So I figured I better read myself to sleep, but no luck there either, so I went out the front
of my house to have a smoke and watch the stars (I don’t know why as I never usually go outside for
cigarettes as I can smoke inside). I sat on the bench in the front yard and sparked up. I was just looking
at the stars - they were unusually bright then I saw it! I thought it was just a bright star at first but then
it moved like lightning then stopped, then moved to the right and then up then back down on the left
side so it made a sort of triangle. It did that 2 times then went in a straight line to the left then it went
down then it was just sitting like a star, so I watched it for a while then it was gone"
West Beach Road, Richmond, SA sighting
Les, from Windsor Gardens, SA, in 1961 at 0100 AM, observed for 5-10 mins "Yes it's a long time
ago, never mind ...Was driving a taxi and near end of shift, when I met my brother in town. Told him
wait for me out front of taxi owner's house as I would be finished once I dropped off on-board fare
(phew!).
Okay, so when I reached my boss' house, filled in book, left takings, keys etc, went to brother's car for
ride home, only to find him staring sky-ward. It scared me for a second, as he didn't budge, just said
‘get in, sit down and see what I see. There, just slightly above the roof tops!’ It took me a little while
to adjust, but when I did, told brother probably Sputnik (even though never before seen Sputnik in my
life!). Object was maybe 4 times larger than Venus only not real bright. My brother and I watched the
light for several minutes with me searching for a logical explanation, which I thought would
eventually come, but actually never did. Then the thing would stop, move down, stop, move to the left
(or was it right?), and so forth, until eventually (starting slow) shooting away at blinding speed. We
stopped on our way home to ring a radio station, who told us others had reported as well, plus said
RAAF at Edinburgh had been notified and were investigating. Well I don't believe any of this
investigating nonsense and not one word about these sightings in the next morning's newspaper. Well,
for what it's worth, that's the story. I resisted relating this sighting because earlier on I received back
even more, sometimes bizarre accounts which made you think; too many of these "sightings" were
simply a game. I mean no, there were no green men or such, so their account wins hands-down! I've
stayed quiet ever since ... till now."

Turondale, Bathurst, NSW sighting
Mrs. M, of Glenorie, NSW, observed “I was at my parent's farm, lying on a blanket with 2 of my
children stargazing. We had seen a few 'shooting stars' and satellites. We then saw a red pinpoint
moving through space. To me it seemed to be right up in space. It then changed direction, it was
moving in random, straight lines. We then saw approx. 5 other red pinpoints come towards the first
one from different directions, they stopped moving and then at great speed shot away into space in
different directions and we lost sight of them."
Glen Innes, NSW sighting
Ms. S, from Glen Innes, NSW on 13 April 2005" at midday observed "I was filming outside and
zoomed in on a distant cloud. As I was turning the camera an object fell out of the sky. I was able to
capture its descent in stills and it turned out to be two objects. I did not hear or see anything when I
was out there I found it when looking back on the film. It is only on there literally for 1 second, so it
was moving fast.”
Sandy Hollow (Muswellbrook), NSW sighting
Jason, from Muswellbrook, NSW in June 1997 at 9.30 PM observed "the object was making a W
patten in the sky. It kept doing it for about 20 mins. When it completed the W it would stop for 5
seconds and then start again. It was in the south west sky. A lot of movement with a W pattern. It was
about 10 to 15 klms away"
Hoppers Crossing, VIC, sighting
Andrew, from Hoppers Crossing, VIC on 24 April 2005 at 11:40 PM observed “well we where saying
good bye to our friends and we noticed that there were these lights going across the sky. At first we
thought it was a satellite but by then we saw another light going across the sky with it and then
another. It looked like it was far away but it wasn’t like it was in the atmosphere. I think we have
seen these star like lights before.. We thought we were imagining things but I am not sure if it was a
UFO or a plane really high up so don’t want to get to any conclusions"
Kingsford, Sydney, NSW sighting
Guy, from Kingsford, Sydney, NSW, on 22 2005 at 5.03 AM, observed for 45mins "Myself and my
mate had been in my garage from approx 4.45am talking when I walked out to my backyard at 5.03
(noted the time when I saw it stop) and happened to look up and to the South at that time.. I called my
mate over and said "check out this satellite". We watched it for a maybe five seconds before we both
saw it change its direction and go in a sort of zig zag motion. By this time we had the feeling that it
wasn't in fact a satellite. We watched it moving for maybe 45 sec before it stopped dead in the sky
2cm (if you hold your hands out) under what I thought was a star. When it stopped I raced inside to
find my camera but couldn’t find it. I came back out where Brett was still watching it but it hadn't
moved since so again I went to find my camera and found it in my room. This time, when I came out I
realised the battery was were dead, so again I raced back in, changed them with batteries in the remote
controls but no luck, so I came back out so I wouldn’t miss anything while rubbing the batteries in my
hand (I had to do this several times) and finally got the camera to turn on. I then took two photos of the
object while it was motionless before I had to delete some of the old photos in the memory. I didn’t
see the object move from that spot after it stopped there.
The next object we saw came also from the south but this time almost overhead. Brett was the first to
see it and turned my attention to it. It seemed to be the same size as the first, in fact I wouldn’t have
been able to tell them apart if they were together. I only saw this object for maybe fifteen sec as I was
fiddling with the batteries trying to get a picture, but Brett watched it while I had my head down. I
can’t say much on that one because I only saw it briefly, although I can say from what I saw I don’t
think it stayed on a steady heading. When it stopped I heard him say it’s doing " donuts" but that I
never saw. I think I tried to take a picture of this one, but I didn’t see where exactly it stopped. On top
of that, I couldn’t see through the viewfinder so I just pointed and clicked hoping I would catch

something...The next thing I saw was the shortest sighting but by far the most incredible. By this time
it was 5.19am when I was looking to the north - north east, when coming from the north to the south
was an incredibly fast object. I only saw it for about a second but I guarantee you I will never forget it.
It was flying low, at what altitude I couldn't be sure, but to give you an idea of size I liken it to holding
a five, ten or twenty cent piece out in front of you, somewhere in between those sizes. Although that
may sound small I have a feeling it was in fact quit large. It was very bright, like looking into a street
light or something brighter but still somehow different. The light surrounding the entire object was not
just coming from a single source but from all over so I would say it was self-illuminated. The colour
of the light was a very bright white and I didn’t see any other colour on it at all. It also made
absolutely no sound, not a thing, which scared me a bit. The shape of the object from what I saw
looked just like ball. If it wasn’t completely circular, it may have been slightly elliptical, but I am
almost positive it was completely round. Again, I have to guess at the speed of this thing as when my
eyes locked on to it for that moment when it flew by, it jerked my head and my whole body around
and made me give out an involuntary gasp out aloud, just from the shock of actually seeing it. I
believe I may have even grabbed onto my mate’s shoulder. At this point I had to sit down because my
entire body was shaking from the adrenalin pumping through it. I remember saying to Brett "do you
realise what we've seen this morning??" over and over! I almost couldn’t believe it! It has definitely
left a permanent mark on me, especially the fact it took only a second to cover the sky and without
even a whisper of a sound still brings on the adrenalin when I think about it.
The last thing we saw was witnessed first by Brett. It was 5.32am and I was facing south where the
first two came from, with my eyes glued to sky when Brett turned me around and pointed up into the
north side of the sky and told me to watch. There, after maybe two seconds, I saw a bright flash that I
would say was probably four times brighter than a bright star, then nothing, then another flash, then
nothing, etc. At this time I thought "**** get a picture, or anything!", I then took a picture, which was
the last one before the batteries died for good. I then realised I might be able to use the camera on my
phone and took two 12 sec clips with my phone before we watched them disappear. I originally
thought I had only watched it for twenty seconds or so but the two clips were twelve sec and to get the
phone ready would have taken another fifteen sec or so - probably more like 35-40 sec while looking
at my phone and the sky back and forward again. While I was fiddling around, Brett kept watching it
and saw it longer than I did. Although from what I saw when it flashed, it was about four times
brighter than a star but when it didn’t flash I couldn’t see anything at all out of the ordinary - no
outline of it, no light, nothing like the others. It was definitely moving! It seemed to go in a diagonal
line up and right before it came down a bit then again diagonal. The only way we could follow it was
when it flashed it was at a different location so we just traced where it was before to then. I got the
impression the last time it flashed that it was going further or higher because it seemed to dim, but
couldn’t be sure because we didn’t see it again after that. By this time the sun was starting to rise on
our right and the stars were almost all faded into the sky. I also found it quit odd that the last
movement we saw was only six minutes before the first plane came overhead at 5.38am. We were then
convinced we wouldn’t see any more, so for about ten minutes we talked about everything that had
just happened before I let him out through my garage door and I then went inside. When inside I sat
down and tried to regain myself and then sent an sms message to my dad and my girlfriend, telling
them briefly that I had seen something incredible before writing five pages of notes so I didn’t forget
any details after I fell asleep. Before Brett left I told him to do the same and write down what he saw
and write any details at all. He has since told me he did but I have not seen them as yet as I have been
having a tough time getting on to him since he lost his phone on sat night. Also I did my best while I
was outside to get accurate times and remember details and as far as I am concerned everything I have
written here is as accurate and readable as I can put it."
"Effects" = "No, I don’t think so. Although the whole thing seems to me to be either meant to be or
complete blind luck as me and Brett never meet up at that time and have never just sat and talked in
the garage. In fact we were supposed to meet at about midnight but he got delayed. We were also
going to go for a drive to Maroubra but I said let’s just stay here even though I wanted to go for a drive
near the ocean. It just seems very lucky."

"Other_Experiences" = "Never seen a UFO before that but had a couple of strange things happen, one
involving a little girls voice on a video in my phone (still have it) when I was alone, and a couple
unrelated experiences."

ABDUCTION EXPERIENCES IN UK – REPORT SUBMITTED BY UFOR NSW
MEMBER J. This is a direct transcript of his handwritten report.
A RETROSPECTIVE OVERVIEW OF A UFO INCIDENT WITH ABDUCTION FEATURES
By John 12 Nov 04
Report: Previously unlisted in the public domain but contained in official files.
Notes: There was never any debriefing.
This story cannot be confirmed unless other witnesses were to come forward. Unlikely. The account
could easily be denied for obvious reasons relating to myself.
On an unspecified date in the UK of the 1970’s, I was taken up into a flying saucer (not actually a
disc) by riding up an anti-gravity beam. The incident occurred in the evening, late one year between
the time of 8.30 pm – 1.30 am when I was returning to the ground via the same means of transport.
The site was finally cleared by 2.30 am (an undisclosed location in the North of England).
The only mention in the media was one item in a local newspaper (buried inside the paper) that ran for
no more than one-inch space. This report re-countered that there had been a series of power cuts in the
region but gave not details other than the faults that were corrected. The report went on to mention
there had been a handful of people who had thought they’d seen a UFO in the sky during the cuts.
I was fully conscious whilst riding up the beam, at the end of which I entered the transport through
passing inside from a transparent wall. I immediately came face to face with ‘The Usher’ who said
words to the effect “Surprise! Surprise! I bet you didn’t think you’d get me!” His manner was one of
amusement, not unfriendly and quite exactly correct, precise and courteous. He then led me through
the brightly-lit interior to a room.
On the way to the room he explained to me that he was a humanoid life form – a species involved
from insects. His face was coal black, the skin smooth and leathery. His eyes seemed human with the
iris being surrounded by the whites of his eyeballs. He smelled of sweat. The transport had a neutral
clean clinical smell.
He told me he had a reputation and not to cross him because he had been known to get upset.
Apparently he didn’t like people killing insects as he saw then as kindred evolutionary cousins.
Warning! Not all aliens are nice – don’t always have your best interests in mind! They are neither
automatons or monsters. They are first and foremost people with a whole range of behaviour patters.
They came here for their own reasons and don’t give away a lot of information. You have to deduce
what’s going on through analysing the interactions between your behaviour and theirs. The ones who
mainly come are humanoids. Common similarities in biology design. However, make no mistake
whilst they may come from planets in Main Sequence Star System (G2 stars, M class planets) they can
exist mostly without aid in a oxygen nitrogen atmosphere in 1q. at 14.5 lbs per sq in pressure.
They have a different evolutionary history and a more than slightly different functional biology. Not
all based on the carbon atom! They eat, sleep, and excrete and reproduce themselves like any other
species. Intelligence is universal only package. It comes in changes. They have their own ideas on

how a society should function and have been socialised according to their environment and kinship
networks.
They have a different way of viewing themselves and the universe - every species unique. They don’t
all like each other but have standards of toleration and protocols for dealing amongst themselves.
They don’t all have the same technology, but rather are famous for their own innovations. Not all are
of the same level of social development. There is more than one species in the local neighbourhood.
They don’t use radio waves for long range communication from what I can gather – but I digress.
The ‘Usher’ took me into a large room in which sat a number of species at a long (oblong) table. I was
bid to take a seat and asked to participate in a discussion of inquiry. The ‘Usher’ withdrew from the
room and I was left alone to face several groups of aliens of different species (all humanoid)
Note: I wasn’t the only person taken onboard that night but I neither came into contact with the other
humans or knew where they were held or what happened to them other than afterwards they were all
returned in the same manner to the site as myself.
The Inquiry discussion began by announcing they had problems and sought my advice. I was told that
humans weren’t unintelligent – that all species had a unique problem solving capacity and that they
appreciated others perceptions. I replied “Why me – I‘m a nobody – a silly clerical Civil Servant
without a sophisticated education”. The reply was that this didn’t matter – I wasn’t an unintelligent
person and they wanted my inside (?). So I co-operated and listened to what the definition of the
problem or problems were about. I asked questions, tried to analyse the answers and occasionally
passed an insightful perceptive remark. I felt a bit on the spot – inadequate – but did my best.
I don’t remember precisely what I was asked to review or what answers I gave. Sure to say I was told
I would not remember any way. I was there for quite sometime being quizzed. I was supplied with
refreshment at one stage. Bread and water, which looked and tasted normal. Then I was thanked and
allowed to leave. The ‘Usher’ returned and guided me out of the room to the exit hatch. He asked me
what it was about. I mentioned one thing and then he remarked “of course you won’t remember - you
might as well chalk it down to experience” was his attitude, not actual words.
When I was positioned, he bade a good luck or a farewell and I rode the beam down to the ground. I
was reminded that still being a non-industrial Civil Servant it wasn’t in anybody’s best interests to say
anything as I had signed the Official Secrets Act of 1911-1921, even though it meant little except I
might have a job in the future and nobody would believe me anyway. I complied with his request on
behalf of the British Govt as I felt a bit privileged. I never mentioned the incident to anyone. It wasn’t
relevant to my life. End of story.
I have not put in every detail – none of this will be verified any way and I wasn’t endorse any
publication of these details.
This is an edited version. Sanitised. For UFO Researchers only.
The British Govt attitude is that they don’t deny UFOs exist but stop short of endorsing the view that
they are flown by ETs. Reports do and can be de-classified. They have a 30 year rule for de-classified
material on all subjects. But for sensitive matters some records are never de-classified as evidence of
some details of the 1st and 2nd World Wars.

I have no particular fear of Govt retribution for imparting this story. Should it be released to a wider
audience, I would be discredited. I’m on record as having had two nervous breakdowns in Australia,
brought on by family problems, drinking too much alcohol and having ingested LSD.
On leaving Govt. Service, I was warned that all ex-Govt. employees, no matter how low, are targets if
they travel. I was even warned that should I run into trouble living in another country (even a
supposedly friendly one like in the alliance or the Commonwealth) I should contact my nearest British
Embassy. Although these instructions had nothing to do with my experience with a UFO, it
highlighted the British Govt.’s distrust of everything, including friends during the Cold War.
I have since found out through the Internet that the British Govt. was researching ‘Electo Gravitics’
from 1952 till the mid 1960’s. Electro- gravitics is a propulsion system which powers UFO shuttle
craft from Earth’s orbit, and although involves some general principles is not to be mixed up with the
heavier larger systems which power ‘Constellation’ class cruisers for interstellar flights.
I have no idea how much the Europeans or other allies shared in the science of this research. Save to
say that the Net tells me the theory has been known since 1952. However, technically its skill
supposed to be a non-starter because there’s no accurate definition of what space or gravity actually
are true or not. I’m not in a position right now to say. The British Govt. likes to keep control of the
information.
It is for this reason, I don’t think there will be any quick advances in the field of starship propulsion
systems. The world is still fragmented into nation states and not really unified in culture or political
terms, although economically it’s almost in unison. Some countries persist in human right violations
and won’t reform their legal systems. Thousands of people are executed every year (even in 1st world
progressive societies) and some are tortured.
From what I can gather, crime can have an organic or biological side to it. Not always environment,
although ingesting toxic chemicals that make their way into the food chain to contaminate and thereby
derange cumulatively whole populations over time.
I can’t see any foreseeable interstellar travel in the near future until systems are reformed away from
populist retribution and into social and scientific rehabilitation. Deep space needs an integrated social
and political system of dome maturity. There has to be some demonstration of space for civilian
society to develop. You can’t have well trained hair trigger personalities or agencies thinking they can
force their opinions on others. They will come off worse and may feel the sting of a fly swat.
I repeat, not all aliens are nice - not all bad. Some may have a sense of humour – many don’t. The
unthinking warrior element no matter where it flourishes can be dangerous. It’s likely that deep space
facilities in the solar system will be marked by international co-operation and ultimately interstellar
travel will be through a ‘united nations’ space agency. Since that is the only institution on the face of
this planet (earth) that in someway embodies a type of unity and practical altruism (be it ever so
currently flawed).
Individuals may be refined and sophisticate wise and competent but organisations have problems. It’s
all about social organistaions that hinders development.
Exploration of the solar system with or without alien presence will continue to be dogged by lack of
political and social will as well as funding and technical concerns. Space vehicles may be built in
orbit but still use solid fuel boosters and chemical liquids for fuel in main engines – (old basic
technology). Even the intermediate top range ‘ion engine’ tested in the last four years uses a liquid
medium, which limits speed and range.

So don’t expect any government soon to announce the aliens have arrived or that we will be sending a
manned expedition to Pluto in the next decade. They’ll tell you the universe is probably logically
teeming with life but there are no aliens coming here – it’s science fiction and even if they were, it
would be like an extra layer of government, all be it unseen.
Aliens don’t hide themselves well but they don’t advertise their presence either – that defeats the
purpose of operating an outpost or way station and stops the influence peddling on this quadrant. How
many earthbound racists would get on with aliens who don’t smell too good or are anesthetically
appealing to humans?
In conclusion: By way of a joke, would you like your daughter to marry one or move into your
neighbourhood and reduce the value of your house?
Postscript: During my experience over the space of a few hours in the “consultation” (not what it
really was) – on a couple of occasions, somewhat hot and perspiring and feeling uncomfortable, I was
given refreshments so I could continue. What I was given was a glass of cool sweet watery liquid, like
a fuitjuice and a piece of bread with the fine consistency of cake. I ate and drank this alien brew – the
effects that it was an exceptional ‘pick me up’. I felt really good after consuming it and felt very clear
headed with a state of well being which would wear off till being I had more. When I had my fill I
eventually evened out and had no more difficulties in continuing with the consultation.
J, dated 15 Nov 04.

OTHER UFO REPORTS
Report courtesy of UFORQ
T-Bar Creek, between Tin Can Bay and Fraser Island
Friday 18 February 2005 at 4.10am to 4.50am
A man, living on a houseboat, was awakened by his partner to go outside and observe an object in the
sky. His partner had previously woken up when she thought she heard something. The man described
a spherical object with a dome on top of it approximately 1/2 to 1 mile away. It had a green aura
around it and a circle of lights along the middle and hovered silently in the sky. Around the middle of
the object there was a ring with 6 circular windows, which had very intense bright light coming out of
them. He looked at the object through his binoculars and could see the green aura pulsating. The
couple decided to signal it with a strong torch they had and waved it at the object. Within 1 minute 2
other smaller lights about the size of a household bucket emerged from the bottom of the object and
shot off towards the east. As they moved they flashed a very weak strobe light, seemingly towards
each other, and disappeared around 2 miles from Fraser Island.
Further to the above report, here is a follow up report by Sheryl Gottschall, who interviewed the
witness on a radio show:
Further to the Tin Can Bay sighting I posted last Friday (see below) I subsequently asked the witness
to call into the Paranormal Panel radio show on Sunday evening (20th Feb) to report his sighting,
which he did. He told us that he was again seeing the same object while he was speaking on air except
it was much further away. He also informed us that after he reported his sighting to me last Friday he
had a strange contact experience, but with what he wasn't sure. While observing that initial object he
lost sight of it due to the rising sun but he still had the feeling that the object was there. Then sometime
later that morning he was suddenly struck by a feeling that entered his chest and arms. These feelings
somehow converted into words and he began speaking as a channel for another source who he

believed was connected to the object he had seen earlier. Questions and answers were asked and his
partner wrote down as much as she could, but she missed a lot since the communication was very fast.
When asked why the two smaller lights were released when the couple signalled the object, the only
reply was "did you see that?" The "communicators" said they were from the universe, they did not live
on a planet. They are one of many races that exist and they have many enemies. They are primitive
just like humanity is, compared to some others out in space. They have not discovered the end of the
universe - it is infinite. When asked what they were doing here the answer was that they (the couple)
would not understand but they (the communicators) had no interest in humans and were here for their
own reasons. The man stated he had the feeling the object from which he thought the communication
was coming from was empty, that there was no life on it. His partner wanted to test the source of the
communication and held up her fingers behind her back. She then asked how many fingers she was
holding up. The answer was that "they" could not tell since they could not see us as people. The
communicators told him they were very busy with their activities here on Earth and they were hoping
what they were doing would work because they did not want to come back.
Another question was asked if they abducted people. The answer was they did not but knew races who
did. They did not die like us nor did they eat like us but lived off the universe. When asked why the
man was contacted the answer was because he was there. They also asked if they should tell others and
the answer was you've told enough people, don't tell anyone else. Another question was if our world
was coming to an end. The answer was no, not that "they" were aware of. When asked if the man
would be contacted again the answer was maybe. When asked if the woman would be contacted the
answer was, no, one is enough.
An interesting point to this event was that all these answers were given while the woman was
formulating them in her mind and before she could actually verbalise them to and though her partner.
During this event, which lasted 30 minutes, the woman described her partner as being very agitated
and pale while walking up and down. The communication seemed stronger at times than others and
was very abrupt and rushed. The couple were told the communication would end once "they" left the
atmosphere. The event ended with the abrupt message "we're going" and then it was over.
Afterwards, the man described himself as worn out, like he had just run a marathon, needing to lie
down and having a terrible body odour despite having had a shower just prior to the experience. He
described the communication as a feeling coming into his body not his brain and he "couldn't stop his
mouth from running off". He has since tried to initiate contact but to no avail.
Unfortunately since the couple live in a very remote area the phone connection kept dropping out
constantly during our conversations which left it a bit sketchy but hopefully one of our investigators
will meet with the couple face to face soon. The man was asked to call the radio show Sunday 27th
Feb, and report this contact experience himself (you can tune in via the net at www.4bc.com.au to
listen live between 8 and 9pm Brisbane time.)
The witness is a boat builder for 40 years, is now retired at age 60, does not consider himself to be
psychic and both he and his partner are self-proclaimed isolationists preferring to live away from the
rest of society. He said did not discount peoples' reports of such things but had always thought he
would believe it when he saw it himself. He was not frightened by the experience being more confused
than anything.
There are some gaps in this story, which we hope to fill in soon. I'm not sure what to make of all this
but we'll keep you informed of future developments.
Sheryl

Report courtesy of UFORQ
Coff's Harbour, NSW - Thursday 10/3/05)
th
I was fishing on Sapphire Beach (north of Coffs Harbour) on the 10 March at approx. 8pm. It was
dark, there was no moon and I was at the northern end of the beach about 300m south from the
Moonee Headland. I saw what seemed to be a pair of lights (touching) come into view from behind the
headland to my north (over the ocean) at about 20 degrees or less. It looked like a low flying small
plane. The object was heading south very slowly. I quickly realized that it was not a typical plane
because it was moving too slowly for something so close. Also the lights, which I assumed to be on
the wings, were too large and there was no red or green lights, no tail light and no flashing lights. (I
have seen lots of planes at night).
The object continued slowly south, but started coming in towards the beach, towards me. I knew that it
was not a plane or any kind of craft I could think of. At this point I became very nervous and started
backing up the beach towards the dunes. The lights came closer still and I realized that there were four
squarish lights all in a horizontal line forming a rounded rectangular object. It seemed like the light
was coming from inside the craft like it had four large illuminated windows or panels. I couldn’t see
an outline of the craft because it was so dark. There seemed to be some random small lights in the
centre. The object continued closer and I was really scared. It seemed to pause and started tilting back
and forward on its vertical axis slowly and smoothly like it was floating, I was in the dunes and felt an
over whelming urge to hide. I just lied down in the grass and felt paralysed with fear. I wanted to run
for my trail bike, which was about 50m away but couldn’t. I really felt like it knew that I was there and
it was observing me. I don’t know the exact distance or size, but it could have been as close as 100m
and still over the ocean straight out from me. I remember thinking this is really close but looking again
and it seemed further away.
The lights were yellow and didn’t throw a beam. There was no noise. It started moving south again,
still tilting up and down slowly, with the up tilt in the direction of travel. That is, the forward end was
tilting up to about 20 degrees and back to zero degrees. It moved south faster while I crawled into
some denser vegetation (I wasn’t game to move while it was stationery) and made a phone call. While
I was on the phone it disappeared! I threw my gear together and left. 500m south along the beach
there was another fisherman who didn’t see a thing - much to my frustration! There was nobody else
on this 2.5km stretch of beach. The whole thing lasted between 5 and 10 minutes, I think.
My other encounter was off Boambee beach over the ocean about 3 years ago whilst beach fishing at
night, (bad habit) probably 9-10 pm. I spotted a bright light about 3-4 times as bright as a planet
moving slowly northward towards Coffs Harbour. It seemed fairly close. No structure, just a bright
light this time. It was at about 30 degrees and moving a bit erratically. Up/down side to side whilst
still moving north until it was lost behind the headland at the northern end of the beach. There was no
one else around. Definitely was not a plane, helicopter or weather balloon (much brighter than a
weather balloon light and not rising). I’ll try and send a map of this area as well. I had a look at your
website and found a few references to Coffs Harbour and Sawtell (just south).
Report courtesy of UFORQ
Subject: Sightings and subsequent army activity - Thurs 24 Mar 2005
“In the winter of 2003 my daughter and I were driving home to Kenilworth along the KenilworthEumundi Road at about 8.45 p.m. My daughter, then 9 years old, cried out for me to look out of the
front passenger window, and I leaned down to see what she was pointing at. A bright, fluorescent
green ring of light was hurtling toward one of the nearby hills. I slowed to a stop and we saw whatever
it was appear to hit the far side of the hill, and a massive green glow arced out around the hill and
faded quickly. There was absolutely no noise at all.

I proceeded to drive again, and I was more than a bit jumpy as that road is very 'country' with no
lighting for motorists whatever. A short way past where I had stopped we noticed a farm house with
the lights on and curtains pulled back. We could see people inside, but nobody seemed to be aware of
what had just occurred. We were more than glad to arrive home, but it wasn't until the next day that I
learned there had also been strange activity virtually in our own back yard the night before. When I
related to some friends what my daughter and I had seen, they proceeded to tell me about a similar
green light apparently crashing directly behind my house, a couple of kilometres out. The news report
allegedly said that the glow from the 'crash' was seen as far as Rockhampton.
All of this was disconcerting enough, when within a day we were inundated with Army personnel,
supposedly on manoeuvres. Helicopters with search lights combed the Kenilworth State forest for
days. The people I spoke to who had asked soldiers directly why they were in town, were met with
cold silence. There was never another word reported on the matter. When I came across your site I felt
I should speak up about this sighting, as it has haunted me since the time it happened”
(Received via UFORQ web site)
Subject: Want to report sighting of strange being - Thu, 24 Mar 2005 10:04
“My name is....., I am eleven years old and would like to report a strange being on the beach at
Burrum Heads. I was walking my 4 year old staffy along the beach of Burrum Heads in 2004. It was
very sunny and the tide was out. I was walking about a km along the beach front when I came up to a
bunch of Mangroves. There was a farm house near by further up the bank. My dog started to pull so
hard on the lead that she almost pulled my arm out of its socket. I growled at her and told her to keep
moving for I thought she was being stupid. I looked up and there was an extremely tall being standing
about 50m away from me. It was glowing a magnificent red and had 2 long legs going upwards easily
2m and very, very short shoulders about 25cm on top of its legs. It's feet were pitch black hooves (the
only thing that didn't glow) and it's head was a large not very thick circle with absolutely no features
or expression on it at all.
I was scared stiff for a second then I turned around and ran like I never had before. I now know what
my staffy was trying to get away from. I have told no one of this event except my mother.
My friend just told me recently that her parent's friend lived at the farm house that the glowing red
being was near. She said that her parent's friend one day recently threw a stick for his 2 cattle dogs
(one white and one grey) and the stick landed on the beach. They were perfectly fine and ran after it.
They both grabbed the stick and belted towards him, dropped it while still running towards him and
went mad. The white one ripped at his ankle! He had his shot gun next to him and shot both of the
dogs before they killed him and his family. That was in the same place as I had seen the alien so it
might be a hot spot at Burrum Heads.

OF INTEREST

Australian Cosmic Connection
UFO METAPHYSICAL
CONFERENCE
November 12th and 13th 2005
Adelaide, SA
10 speakers confirmed

1.

Kathy Scarborough, SA - Investigate before you vaccinate

2.

Rex Gilroy, NSW - Covering ancient civilisations secret basses Blue
Mountains

3.

Jeff Fausch, SA - Paranornial Field Investigators/ fantastic video
footage of orbs/ ghosts/poltergeist - Adelaide jail Channel 9

4.

Sheryl Gottschall, QLD, UFO Research QLD - Topic to come

5.

Debbie Payne, SA (AURA) - Australian Disclosure Project

6.
Mike Farrell, NSW, UFO-VAC- -Latest footage from around the
world
7.

Martin Gottschall, QLD, UFO Research QLD - Topic to come

8.

Kevin Robb, SA, Australian Cosmic Connection - Universal
Healings/Letting go of all fear - from abductee to enlightenment

9.

Mary Rodwell, WA, (ACERN) - Awakening.

10.

Glennys Mackay, QLD, UFO Queensland (QUFON) – TBA

VENUE:
MARION SPORTS AND COMMUNITY CLUB
262 Sturt Road Marion, SA
Doors open 8.30am
A maximum number of 150 people for dinner reservations essential
Cost and menu to be advised

Saturday 12th Nov: 9am till 630pm followed by sit down
dinner
Sunday 13th Nov: 9am till 630pm followed by sit down
dinner
Lunch on both days can be bought at the venue

PRICE:
$30.00 EACH DAY FOR FIVE SPEAKERS OR
$50.00 FOR BOTH DAYS - LIMITED TO 170 TICKETS
Tickets on sale from Monday August 1st - money order or cash only

Thank you for your support and time Kevin Robb
Director Australian Cosmic Connection at www.arcomnet.net.au/~krobb

Director Universal Healings - helping people over come the fear with love
Supplied by UFORQ
INEXPLICATA - The Journal of Hispanic Ufology April 3, 2005. SOURCE: Prof. Ana Luisa Cid
04.01.05
MEXICO: RECENT UFO REPORTS FROM MEXICO CITY
On March 20, 2005, UFO researcher Ana Luisa Cid photographed a spherical object in Mexico State's
Tlalnepantla Municipality. Days later, she discovered that the helicopter shown in the image belongs
to the police authorities of the state in question and was flying at low altitude to monitor disturbances
with area street peddlers. The spherical object became apparent when she downloaded the images to
her computer.
On March 22, 2005, according to a report from aviation technician Alfonso Salazar, the Radio Red
news station reported that a spherical UFO had been reported as hanging motionless over the vicinity
of Tlalnepantla, Mexico State. The news was made known by Jorge Flores, a journalist and reporter
for the station in question, and by Guadalupe Juarez, a reporter for Radio Red's nighttime news hour.
On March 23, 2005, Alfonso Salazar and Carlos Guzmán (renowned Mexican UFO researcher) were
interviewed to issue an opinion on the subject.
On Easter Thursday (03/24/05) Mrs. Malena Mendieta reported to Prof. Cid that she had witnessed
strange low-flying lights near her window in the Patera Vallejo neighbourhood to the north of Mexico
City. These lights emitted a buzzing sound that impressed her greatly. This sighting took place during
early morning hours and she was in the company of her daughter.
On Good Friday (03/25/05) Alfonso Salazar and Salvador Guerrero managed to observe and record a
spherical object over eastern Mexico City that suddenly changed speed and trajectory exactly as the
Crucifixion was being reenacted in Ixtapalapa.
On March 26, 2005, an aviation technician reported a spherical object emitting white lights in the
city's southern region, flying at high altitude from south to north (according to a report by Alfonso
Salazar).
Translation (c) 2005, Scott Corrales, Institute of Hispanic
Ufology (IHU). Special thanks to Prof. Ana Luisa Cid. What Lies Beneath?
Source: Toowoomba's Mail Newspaper December 16 - 22, 2004

Email received from UFOR NSW member Dudley Robb
“Hello All,
Early this morning (05 Apr 05) a lady reporter from 'The Northern Star' local newspaper phoned me
for my opinion on what the "approximately 50 manoeuvring lights (looked like bright stars) that
travelled back and forth over Lismore, NSW, last night (04 Apr 05) may have been. I replied that if
they weren't illuminated garbage bags then they would fit the UFO category. So if anyone hears more
details on this sighting please pass it on. The story may appear in 'The Northern Star' newspaper.
Dudley”

NEW BOOK ON THE MARKET - UFO USSR
The following is from an email sent to Mary Rodwell from Philip Mantle re a book he has co written
with Paul Stonehill:
“Dear colleague,
I would like to inform you of the new book entitled 'UFO-USSR' by Paul Stonehill & Philip Mantle.
As Paul's colleague and co-author I would like to recommend Paul to you as a speaker at your UFO
conference. Review copies of our book can also be arranged. Paul's contact details are outlined below
along with a little bit of information about him. Paul is also available for ALL media interviews
concerning this book.
Yours sincerely,
Philip Mantle
philip@mantle8353.fsworld.co.uk
My name is Paul Stonehill. I am an author (my book, The Soviet UFO Files, was published in 1998,
in English, Czech, and Dutch), television consultant, lecturer, and researcher of Russian, East
European, Central Asian and Far Eastern paranormal phenomena. My articles have been translated
and published in many languages, from Ukrainian to Hungarian to Japanese. I am fluent in Russian,
and know Ukrainian. I have excellent sources in the former Soviet Union, and gather long-lost or
forbidden paranormal materials and files (the Armed Forces, secret police, underground publications,
etc.). Philip Mantle (UK) and I are about to publish a new book, UFO-USSR. I have consulted and
appeared in various American (History Channel, TLC, Discovery, Sightings, TNT, etc.) as well as
European and Japanese programs. I have done numerous radio interviews, too.
Here are some subjects I research, and publish my articles about:
• Soviet and Russian military research of paranormal phenomena
• KGB and paranormal phenomena
• Underwater unidentified phenomena
• Mysteries of Soviet space program
• Mysteries of ancient history (Eastern Europe, Central Asia, Mongol Empire,
• Siberia)
• Time Travel experiments in Russia
• Ghost trains of Eurasia
• Mysteries of ancient China
• Soviet mind control programs, ESP, and famous psychics
• UFO phenomenon in Russia, Ukraine, the Baltics, and China
• Anomalous zones in Eurasia
• Russian cryptozoology
• Lost treasures of Eurasia
My email address is:
rurcla@hotmail.com
Paul Stonehill
POB 260574
Encino, CA 91426-0574 USA
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO FORWARD THIS MESSAGE ONTO OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES

HAPPY SNAPS
Dudley has sent me some photos that he took at the 2004 National Conference. The photo is of New
Zealand UFOLOGIST Susi Hansen and Dudley’s friend Rosie.

If you have any photos that you wish me to place in the “Happy Snaps” segment, don’t hesitate to send
them to me either via email or normal mail.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Just a reminder - renewals are due for UFOR NSW subscriptions for 2005. The following options for
renewal can be utilised:
•
If you have access to the UFOR NSW website, site, you can download the relevant
form and e-mail it direct to me. Payment can then be forwarded, by cheque, to our
postal address;
•
print the form from the website and post it with a cheque to our postal address; or
•
pay the Treasurer (me) by cheque or cash at a meeting

Ad Astra
(Look to the Skies)
Elizabeth Budek
UFOR (NSW) Editor

